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Abstract—Although Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
techniques, as usability evaluations, are considered strategic in
software development, there are diverse economic and
practical constraints in their application. The integration of
these tests into software projects must consider practical and
cost-effective methods such as, for instance, the remote
synchronous testing method. This paper presents results from
a field study in which we compared this method with the
classic laboratory-based think-aloud method in a realistic
software development context. Our interest in this study was to
explore the performance of the remote synchronous testing
method in a realistic context. The results show that the remote
synchronous testing method allows the identification of a
similar number of usability problems achieved by conventional
methods at a usability lab. Additionally, the time spent using
remote synchronous testing is significantly less. Results
obtained in this study also allowed us to infer that, by using the
remote synchronous testing method, it is possible to handle
some practical constraints that limit the integration of usability
evaluations into software development projects. In this sense,
the relevance of the paper is based on the positively impact
that remote synchronous testing could have in the digital
accessibility of the software, by allowing extensive use of
usability evaluation practices into software development
projects.

practical and cost-effective methods, such as the remote
synchronous test.
In this paper, we present the results of a field study that
aimed to compare the remote synchronous test method
against the classic laboratory-based think-aloud method in a
realistic software development context.
In the following section, we offer an overview of related
works. The next section presents the method used in our
research. Following this, we present the results of our study.
After the results are summarized, the paper presents the
analysis before concluding with suggestions for future work.

Keywords-Usability evaluations; remote synchronous testing
method; integration of usability evaluation in software
development projects; field study.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Usability has a significant impact on software
development projects [15]. Common usability activities, as
usability evaluations, are relevant and strategic in diverse
contexts (e.g., organizations, software development process,
software developers and users) [3], [13].
However, economic and practical issues limit integration
of usability evaluations into software projects, where limited
schedules and high expectations of stakeholders to obtain
effective/efficient results faster, are common. Productivity
has been a recurrent concern in the industry [5], [12] and is
something that makes it very difficult to justify some HCI
activities [20].
Bearing this in mind, any effort to integrate usability
evaluations into software projects must necessarily consider
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II.

RELATED WORKS

Integration efforts of usability evaluations into software
projects have economic and practical constraints.
High consumption of resources in usability evaluations is
a recurrent perception in diverse contexts [2], [3], [19], [22],
[23]. This fact could explain why usability has a lower
valuation for the organization's top management [8],
becoming manifest by the lack of respect and support for
usability and the HCI practitioners [9]. Therefore, costjustification of usability may be difficult for many companies
when it is perceived as an extra cost or feature [20].
On the other hand, three of the most cited practical
constraints are related to: the difference of perspectives
between HCI and Software Engineering (SE) practitioners,
the absence or diversity of methods and, finally, the users’
participation.
The first constraint related to the difference of
perspectives between HCI and SE practitioners is
contextualized in the difference of opinions they have about
what is important in software development [17]. This
diversity of perspectives results in contradictory points of
view regarding how usability testing should be conducted
and is something that may result in a certain lack of
collaboration between HCI and SE practitioners. It is
possible to find the origin of this discrepancy between these
two perspectives in the foundations of the HCI and SE fields.
Usability is focused on how the user will work with the
software, whereas the development of that software is
centered on how the software should be developed in a
practical an economical way [27]. These conflicting
perspectives result in tensions between software developers
and HCI practitioners [18], [27].
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The second constraint relates to the absence or diversity
of methods, and has two opposing views. Firstly, some
researchers report a lack of appropriate methods for usability
evaluation [2], [19] or a lack of formal application of HCI
and SE methods [15]. This situation may explain why the
UCD community has expressed criticism about the real
application of some software development principles [25].
Secondly, it is reported that the existence of numerous and
varied techniques and methodologies in the HCI and SE
fields could hamper the integration [18].
Finally, the participation of customers and users has
become another relevant limitation for the integration of
usability evaluations into software projects [2], [3], [19].
This matter is a permanent challenge to the dynamic of the
software development process. Users and customers have
their own problems and time limitations, and these normally
limit their participation in software development activities
such as usability evaluations.
The literature reported different proposals for handling
the aforementioned three practical constraints. Firstly, in the
case of the difference of perspectives between HCI and SE
practitioners, some studies have suggested that increased
participation of developers in usability testing could
positively impact their valuation of usability [13]. This
improvement in the developers’ perspectives could make
them more conscious of the relevance of HCI techniques.
Secondly, with respect to the absence or diversity of
methods, an integration approach based on international
standards is proposed [7] in order to enable consistency,
repeatability of process, independence of organizations,
quality, etc. A similar approach suggests the integration of
HCI activities into software projects by using SE
terminology for HCI activities [6].
Finally, regarding the constraint related to the
participation of customers and users, some researchers have
suggested several practical actions (e.g., smaller tests in
iterative software development processes, testing only some
parts of the software, and using smaller groups of 1–2 users
in each usability evaluation [14].
These aforementioned studies were conducted on limited
realistic contexts, e.g., literature reviews [7], [20], [23], [25],
[27], surveys [2], [5,], [9], [15], [19], experiments in labs
[22], [26] and case studies [13], [18]. Other papers cited
above present proposals of projects or methods [6], [8], [17].
There are only three studies with a more empirical base in
more realistic contexts [4], [13], [14]. Confidence in the
results of these studies should be improved by other studies
made in a realistic development context.
III.

METHOD

We have conducted an empirical study aimed at
comparing the remote synchronous testing method
(condition R) with the classic laboratory-based think-aloud
method (condition L).
By using remote synchronous testing, the test is
conducted in real time, but the evaluators are separated
spatially from the users [1]. The interaction between the
evaluators and the users is similar to those at a usability lab.
There are many studies that confirm the feasibility of remote
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usability testing methods [1], [10], [28]. Actually, there is a
clear consensus regarding the benefits obtained by using this
method (e.g., no geographical constraints, cost efficiency,
access to a more diverse pool of users and similar results as a
conventional usability test in a lab) [1], [24]. The main
disadvantages are related to problems of generating enough
trust between the test monitor and users, a longer setup time,
and difficulties in re-establishing the test environment if
there is a problem with the hardware or software [1].
Three usability evaluations were made by three teams
using a classic usability lab. In addition, another three
usability evaluations were conducted by another three teams
using a remote synchronous testing method.
All of these teams were formed by final-year students of
SE who had 18 months of practical experience working in
software development. This experience is the result of an
academic project created by the students by developing a
software system in a real organization.
A. Participants
In order to be considered for our research, the software
projects must meet our requirements regarding users being
available for the tests. Considering these criteria, 16 of 30
teams, and their software projects, were pre-selected as
potential participants in the experiment. Finally, we
randomly selected six teams who were randomly distributed
throughout the R and L conditions.
The teams were formed by final-year students who were
finishing their last course in System Engineering. These
participants were organized into six teams consisting of three
members each. A total of 18 people participated in our study.
The average age was 22 (SD=2.13) and 17% were female. In
addition to the courses taken previously, the participants had
amassed nearly 18 months of real experience of practical
academic activity by developing a software system in a real
organization that sponsored the project. These organizations
provided regular assessments and formal acceptance (or
rejection) of the software. Several users and stakeholders
were also involved in the process. The scope of the software
projects was carefully controlled in order to guarantee a
similar level of effort from all of the participants. The
average of the final assessment of the project was 9.67 on a
scale of 1–10 (SD=0.33). As an incentive for participation,
the participants received extra credits. The conditions, code,
members and software are presented in Table I.
B. Training and advice
All participants received training and advice during the
experiments (remotely for R condition). In the training, we
presented and explained several forms and guidelines based
on commonly used theories [16], [24]. In addition, a
workshop was made in order to putting into practice the
contents of the training materials. The participants received
specific instructions in order to consider three categories of
usability problems: critical, serious, and cosmetic [1]. The
number of hours spent in training was 10 (four hours in
lectures and six hours in practice). Furthermore, the advice
provided to the participants included practical issues
concerning how to plan and conduct usability evaluations.
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TABLE I.

TEAMS, MEMBERS, AND STAFF FOR THE USABILITY
EVALUATION

Cond.

Code
L1

3 males

L2

1 female, 2
males

L

R

Members

L3

1 female, 2
males

R1

1 female, 2
males

R2

3 males

R3

3 males

Software
Students' records in a private
college
Internal
postal
management
system in a financial department
of a public university
Laboratory
equipment
management in a biological
research center belonging to a
public university
Criminal record in a small
municipal police station
Management of documents related
to general procurement contracts
in an official national emergency
office
Students' records in a public
school

C. Procedure
The design of the experiment increased confidence in the
results and objectivity of the development teams during the
evaluation process. Under the two conditions, each team had
to test the software system made by another team, who also
tested another software system made by a third team.
Each test had two main parts. The first part, under the
responsibility of the team who made the software,
corresponded to the planning of the complete process (e.g.,
planning, checklists, forms, coordination with users, general
logistics, etc.). The planning included a session script with
10 potential tasks of the software.
In the second part of the tests, another team conducted
the sessions with the users. The test monitor of this team had
to select, for each user, five tasks from those previously
defined. We thought this measure would increase the
impartiality of the process; the developers of the software
could not interfere in the selection of the task and the users
had to work with different tasks in each session. Next, the
test monitor guided the users in the development of the task
while the logger and the observers took notes. The test ended
with a final analysis session conducted by a facilitator [16].
D. Settings
The test conducted under the L condition used a state-ofthe-art usability lab and think-aloud protocol [21], [24]. Each
test included three sessions where the users were sat in front
of the computer and the test monitor was sat next the users.
The logger and observers were present in the same room. In
the case of the R condition, the tests were based on the
remote synchronous testing [1]. All participants were
spatially separated. Users were in the sponsors’ facilities.
Each test included three sessions with users.
E. Data collection and analysis
Each user session was video recorded. The video
included the software session recorder (video capture of
screen) and a small video image of the user. Under R
conditions, the video also recorded the image of the test
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TABLE II.

PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED PER TYPE OF PROBLEM. (%)=
PERCENTAGE PER CONDITION.
Cond.->
Problems

L

R

Critical

36 (52%)

33 (56%)

Serious

29 (42%)

22 (37%)

Cosmetic

4 (6%)

4 (7%)

Total

69

59

monitor. We also used a test log to register the main data of
each activity (i.e., date, participant, role, activity and time
consumed) and the usability problem reports.
The data analysis was conducted by the authors of this
paper based on all data collected during the tests. The tests
produced six sets of data for analysis, i.e., six usability
problem reports, six test logs and six videos.
The consistency of the classification of the usability
problems by participants was one of the main concerns in
this study. Consequently, our analysis included an
assessment of such classification. Our intention was to be
sure that this classification was done consistently according
to the instructions given to all participants during the
training. We assessed the problem categorization by
checking the software directly in order to confirm the
categorization given by participants to a usability problem.
The videos were thoroughly walked through in order to
confirm this categorization.
The tests were conducted on different software systems.
There is not a joint list of usability problems. This is the
reason why, in our analysis, we compared the differences
between both conditions by using average and standard
deviations calculated separately for each condition.
Using the test logs, we analyzed the time spent in all the
tests. We considered individual and group time consumption.
We calculated totals, averages and percentages to facilitate
the analysis. We included in this process all the activities
made by all members of the teams in the preparation of the
test (e.g., usability plan, usability tasks, etc.) and the
conducting of the test itself. In the analysis, we also
considered other participants, such as the users and
observers, in order to consider a more realistic context.
Finally, in order to identify significant differences in the
data collected, we used independent-sample t tests.
IV.

RESULTS

A. Problems identified per type
Table II shows an overview of the usability problems
identified under the two conditions. The problems are
classified by their type. The largest number of problems was
critical. The lowest number of problems identified was in the
category of cosmetic problems. The distribution of all types
of problems, among the two conditions, was relatively
uniform. An independent-sample t test for the number of
usability problems identified for the three categories, under
both conditions, showed no significant difference (p=0.404).
The fact that there are no significant differences between the
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TABLE III.
USERS’ TASKS COMPLETION TIME AND TIME PER PROBLEM.
UP= TOTAL NUMBER OF USABILITY PROBLEMS IDENTIFED PER CONDITION
Condition->
Test–User

T1–U1

L
(UP 69)
Tot.
Minutes
10.8

Avg. per
task (SD)
2.2 (1.9)

R
(UP 59)
Tot.
Minutes
30.0

TABLE IV.

TIME SPENT IN THE TESTS. UP= TOTAL NUMBER OF
USABILITY PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED PER CONDITION
Condition->

Avg. per
task (SD)
6.0 (1.3)

Activity
Preparation

L
(UP 69)
2500 (102)

R
(UP 59)
1580 (123)

Conducting test

1320 (73)

840 (42)

Analysis

980 (157)

710 (71)

T1–U2

9.7

1.9 (1.0)

18.3

3.7 (1.6)

Moving staff/users

1110 (107)

160 (57)

T1–U3

12.8

2.6 (2.5)

18.7

3.7 (1.6)

Tot.time spent per test

5910 (220.5)

3290 (102)

T2–U1

6.1

1.2 (0.4)

17.6

3.5 (1.8)

Avg. time per problem in minutes

85.7

55.8

T2–U2

14.3

2.9 (0.8)

13.3

2.7 (1.3)

T2–U3

8.4

1.7 (0.7)

8.9

1.8 (0.7)

T3–U1

7.4

1.5 (1.0)

11.2

2.2 (2.4)

T3–U2

6.9

1.4 (0.9)

9.0

1.8 (1.4)

T3–U3

11.1

2.2 (1.1)

10.5

2.1 (2.1)

Total
Avg. por task
(SD)
Avg.
task
completion time
per problem, in
minutes

87.6
1.94
(0.5)

137.4
3.10
(1.3)

1.26

2.32

L and R conditions is a reflection of the similarity of the
effectiveness of these methods in terms of the number of
problems identified.
B. Task completion time
The task completion time was less in the tests made
under the L condition. In these tests, the users spent a total of
87.6 minutes completing the five tasks assigned to each one.
The average time per user/task was 1.94 (SD=0.5). The
average task completion time per usability problem
identified under the L condition was 1.26. In the tests made
under the R condition, the task completion time was 137.4,
the average time per user/task was 3.10 (SD=1.3), and the
average task completion time per problem was 2.32. In Table
III, we present these results.
An independent-sample t test for the task completion
time of the nine users considered under the two conditions
showed a significant difference (p=0.018).
The analysis of the videos recorded during the tests made
under the R condition showed delays due to technical
problems – mainly in the communication between the actors
(i.e., users, test monitor, technician, etc.). In addition, in
general, the users in their normal jobs were more distracted.
On the contrary, in the case of the tests made at the
laboratory, the users were more focused, and the guidance of
the test monitors was more effective.
C. Time spent in the tests
The time spent to complete the tests presents an entirely
different perspective to that shown in the previous section.
Here, the tests conducted under the R condition consumed
less time than that conducted under the L condition.
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In Table IV, we presented an overview of the time spent
in the tests conducted under the two conditions. This table
includes the average number of minutes spent on test
activities.
The standard deviation is shown between
parentheses. At the end, the table also shows the average of
time per problem in minutes.
These results included all the actors involved in the tests
(i.e., users, test monitor, logger, observers, etc.). In this
sense, it is possible to consider these results more realistic;
here, all of the elements/persons required to perform the tests
are included. An independent-sample t test, for the average
time spent in the tests, for both conditions, showed an
extremely significant difference (p<0.001).
The time spent on each activity during the tests confirms
these extremely significant differences for all of the activities
– except in the analysis. In preparation, conducting the tests,
and moving staff, the independent-sample t tests for the time
spent in the three tests conducted under each condition,
showed extremely significant differences (p<0.001 for all of
the cases). In the case of the analysis, the difference was
significant (P=0.045).
V.

DISCUSSION

Usability evaluations made by using the remote
synchronous testing method are a cost-effective alternative to
integrating usability evaluations into software projects. The
number of usability problems identified by this method is
similar to that obtained by conventional tests made in a
usability laboratory. Additionally, there is a significant
difference between the time spent on the remote synchronous
test method and that spent on the tests made in the lab.
We confirmed the feasibility of conducting usability
evaluations by software developers using diverse methods,
including the remote synchronous testing method [4], [11],
[26]. In addition, we also confirmed the similarity to the
number of problems identified by the conventional lab
method [1]. However, in the case of the time spent, our
results differ from those of others [1] who argue that the time
spent to conduct tests by using lab and remote synchronous
tests was quite similar. In our case, the difference in time
consumption for both methods was significantly favorable in
the remote synchronous testing method. A detailed analysis
of the test logs showed us that, in the tests made under the L
condition, the logistic matters consumed much more time
than in the tests under the R condition. Considering our aim
of confirming previous findings in a realistic development
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context, logistic matters must be considered as factual
components of any usability test.
The analysis of the procedures followed the conducting
of the tests (reported in the usability problem reports) and the
test logs showed that, by using the remote synchronous
testing method, it is possible to achieve several practical
advantages that save time in the tests.
It is possible to contextualize these advantages in the
results of the time spent on the tests' activities shown in
Table IV. Firstly, in the case of the preparation activities, the
virtualization of the complete coordination process saved
time and effort. The coordination between teams and other
actors was easier and more efficient by using email, chat,
video conferences, etc.
Secondly, in the activities of conducting the tests it was
also easy and efficient to use all the software tools used
during the tests. Even when considering that the task
completion time was shown to be better in the tests made
under the L condition (see Table III), differences in the
overall process were evident due to this task completion time
only being related to the time spent by users to complete the
tasks. On the contrary, in the conducting activities of the
tests, all of the elements and actors required to conduct the
whole test are included (i.e., users, test monitor, logger,
observers, etc.)
Thirdly, the difference in the analysis was also significant
due to the technological tools that facilitated the conducting
of the analysis sessions by the facilitator. In a certain way,
the videos also showed that the virtualization of the process
seems to produce a shared feeling about the relevance of
productivity during the virtual sessions.
Finally, the results in the moving activities explain
themselves. In the realistic development context used in this
study, it is clear that avoiding the movement of the usability
evaluation staff is one of the most relevant advantages in
terms of time consumption.
In general, all of the advantages of the remote
synchronous test cited in the literature were confirmed in the
realistic contexts considered in our study [1], [24]. In the
case of the disadvantages, we could only identify – in the
analysis of the test logs – some problems in the setting of the
hardware and software tools used in the process [1].
At this point in the discussion, the economic advantages
of the remote synchronous testing method become evident.
Furthermore, this method also helps to handle other practical
problems of the integration of usability evaluations into
software projects.
In our study, we have also confirmed the feasibility of the
active participation of software developers in usability
evaluations [4], [13], [26]. The participants played several
roles in the usability evaluation teams (e.g., test monitor,
logger, observer and technician). This confirmation is
relevant when considering the context used in our study (i.e.,
lab and remote synchronous tests under more realistic
conditions). The design of our experiment proved to be very
useful because all of the teams actively participated in all of
the process (i.e., planning and conducting of the test) and
with impartiality. It is a fact that these levels of participation
of developers in usability evaluations may impact positively
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upon their perspective regarding usability and the HCI
practitioners [17] and will reduce the tensions between SE
and HCI practitioners [18], [27].
Furthermore, in the case of the problem related to the
lack of formal application of HCI techniques, our experiment
found that by using guidelines and basic training, it is
possible to prepare developers for conducting usability
evaluations. In a certain way, the theory used to inspire the
guidelines used in the tests has followed the suggested
approach [7] of using standards to help the integration of
usability evaluation into software projects. The analysis of
the dynamic of the tests registered in the videos did not show
any particular significant problems.
In the case of the tests made by using the remote
synchronous testing method, the guidelines were
fundamental in conducting the remote process. Considering
the similarity of the results in the remote synchronous tests
and those obtained in the lab, it is clear that the guidelines
served their purpose.
Considering these facts, we can conclude that, by using
guidelines based on standards, it is possible to improve the
perception of the lack of appropriate methods for usability
evaluation [2], [19].
Finally, our study also found that the reported problem
[2], [3], [19] relating to the participation of customers and
users can be handled well by using the remote synchronous
testing method. The users do not need to drastically change
their activities. Certainly, the task completion time was
higher in the remote synchronous testing method but, putting
this element in perspective for the whole process, it is always
possible to see the strengths of the remote synchronous
testing method. Furthermore, other actors did not have to go
to the lab.
VI.

CONCLUSSION

In this paper, we presented results of a study aimed to
compare the remote synchronous test method against the
classical laboratory-based think-aloud method in a realistic
software development context. Several tests were conducted
by final-year students who had 18 months of practical
experience. Although the tests were made on software
systems for different organizations and purposes, the scope
of these software systems was carefully controlled in order to
provide similar settings for the study.
The identification of a similar number of usability
problems and lower time consumption, make of Remote
Synchronous a good alternative for integrating usability
evaluations into software projects. By using this method it is
possible to involve more software developers into the
conduction of usability testing. Such aim only requires basic
training, guidelines and essential advice. Basic guidelines
and training allows handling the problems related to the
methods. Finally, one of the most relevant advantages of this
method is to facilitate the participation of users, developers
and other potential actors in the tests. By avoiding
unnecessary movements of these persons, their participation
will be easily justified
Our study has two main limitations. Firstly, the
participants in the study were final-year undergraduate
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students. Nevertheless, the real conditions present in our
study have allowed for a control of this bias. Secondly, we
used only two usability evaluation techniques. However, our
selection considered an ideal benchmark of high interaction
with users (lab) and the alternative option which was the
focus of our study. In our study, we were focused on the
problems identified and the time consumption metrics in a
realistic development context. For future work, it is
suggested that, for the same context, a deeper analysis of
other metrics, such as the improvement of the perspective of
software developers regarding usability – which is another
expected result of close participation of developers in
usability evaluations – should be conducted.
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